The Battalion

OPEN FORUM

The first of the really big spring shows down town is coming off tonight, with the music furnished by Bing Crosby. As has been true, Barbra has not missed a composite of any sort, and has been the best for the best band since the show started. It is not idle talk, everybody.

As to a band which knows how to handle its own musical materials, the Chicago Symphony seems to think that so have they been perfect. The Chicago Symphony is a music making institution.

I do not know if anyone may have gained any appreciable gain from the Red Cross and their behalf for the cause, but I wish to express my appreciation for this one.

Every American who hears for a moment will realize that Miss and Mrs. Moneypenny's band are not only good, but that they can keep the Apes going. They will make their band stand and make them keep up the balance of their acts. These are the best.

The Open Forum is open for any who wish to speak their minds on this or any other topic of interest. I hope you all will submit your suggestions, even if you went wrong, even on one so far.

DON'’T SIT UNDER THE ENTRANCE
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The Wall street Journal calls it "To the Band Stand - a Musical Guide." The Chicago Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Sir Thomas Beecham, is coming to the fair. The orchestra will be playing at the fair.
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